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1. INTRODUCTION 
The computation of the Fourier coefficients, i.e. the integrals 
rin 
(1.1) /„(/) = l ^ / ť x ) , " áx 
is a problem occurring frequently in practice. As a rule, the problem is numerically 
solved by successive calculation of the coefficients needed using some quadrature 
formula (see e.g. [4]). The effort to lower the amount of calculations in the case of 
the computation of a large number of the integrals (1.1) has resulted in methods 
based on the approximation of Ip(f) for a given function / by an expression of the 
type 
(1.2) t<*k(f)Gu(p) 
and on the successive substitution of the values of p [7]. The point of the procedure 
is that the number of the terms of this expression (and also of the functional ak(f)) 
is lower than that of the Fourier coefficients computed. In this way, the number of 
the evaluated functional is reduced. 
The question is which method is the most suitable one for solving the problem 
described. Recently, great attention has been paid to the optimal approximations of 
linear functional (see e.g. [3], [5]). Especially, BABUSKA [1], [2] has dealt with 
the optimal quadrature formulae for the computatioa of the Fourier coefficients. 
It is necessary to keep in mind that the question of optimality is a rather ambiguous 
one. Namely, the optimality problem is always studied relatively, i.e. with respect to 
a given functional space. The optimal approximation and its error depend on this 
space naturally and, as shown in [2], this dependence can be very strong. The avail­
able information on f(x) does not allow us usually to determine a definite space 
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where we could choose from a given class of approximations the optimal one. This 
implies the importance of finding so called universal approximations. These are the 
approximations the error of which does not differ "too much" (in a precisely defined 
manner) from that of the optimal approximation in a wide class of spaces. The 
universal approximation need not be optimal in any space from the class given, but 
it provides us with the desirable independence of the choice of the numerical method 
on the choice of the space. 
In this paper, we shall treat the universal approximations of the integrals (1.1) 
supposing that we want to calculate their values for a given function / and a set P 
of subscripts p. We shall assume the function / to belong to a Babuska-introduced 
space of continuous 27i-periodic functions. We shall give our attention to the methods 
of the-type (1.2) where we shall study the problem of the choice of the functions gk(p\ 
which is of decisive importance for the universality of these methods. For our con-
siderations, the choice of the functionals ak = ak(f) is not relevant though we shall 
touch it in some discussions. 
The paper is divided into six sections, the introduction being the first one. 
The properties of Hilbert spaces of periodic functions the Fourier coefficients of 
which are to be computed are summarized in the second section. Sec 3, which has 
rather auxiliary character, describes some ways of the approximation of the integrals 
(1.1) by the expressions of the type (1.2). Some of the given approximations are, as 
shown in the following sections, of practical importance; others are used as examples 
and as counterexamples in the proofs of the theorems in the following sections. 
The theoretical basis of the paper is the fourth section where the criterion of the 
optimality for our problem is formulated and a lower bound on the error of the opti-
mal approximation is derived. This bound is used frequently later. The concept of 
the universal approximation is introduced here, too. The study of the universality is 
the subject of Sec. 5. The classes of spaces in which universal approximations do not 
exist are given. An approximation universal with respect to a wide class of the spaces 
of periodic functions is constructed. Further, the necessary conditions which the 
functions gk(p) must satisfy for (1.2) to be a universal approximation are derived 
and the optimal approximations are studied in the class of universal approximations. 
The sixth section surveys the practical aspects of the results proved in the paper. 
2. THE SPACES OF PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we describe to the necessary extent the Hilbert spaces of continuous 
27t-periodic functions used in our considerations. A function is meant as a complex-
valued function of one real argument in this paper unless otherwise stated. The 
properties of the periodic spaces will not be proved, the theorems of this section being 
particular cases of the theorems contained in [6]. 
First, let us define a general periodic space. 
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Definition 2.1. A Hilbert space H the elements of which are continuous 2ir-periodic 
functions is called periodic if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) For all feH, 
«/«c * B(H) . Il/fl 
where ||. ||c is the usual norm in the space C2n of continuous 2^-periodic functions 
and the constant B(H) does not depend onf 
(b) Let fe H; then g(x) = f(x + c)e H for every real number c and ||f|| = \\g\\. 
A trivial example of a periodic space is the linear space of all the functions o f the 
form 
aeikx 
where a is an arbitrary complex number and k is a fixed integer. The scalar product 
is defined as 
(ate
ikx, a2e
ikx) = axa2 . 
Thus the functions eikx, k integer, can be elements of the periodic spaces. There-
fore, we introduce a set AH of integers for every periodic space H describing those 
functions eikx which are in H. 
Definition 2.2. Let If be a periodic space. An integer k is said to belong to the set AH 
ifeikxeH. 
The basic structure of periodic spaces is characterized by 
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a periodic space which does not consist only of the zero 
function. Then AH 4= 9 and the system {e
ikx}, fee AH forms an orthogonal basis 
of the space H. Furthermore, 
(2.1) ' I | e - » | - - < c o . 
keAH 
It will prove useful to introduce a convenient notation by the following 
Definition 2.3. Let H be a periodic space, k e AH. We denote 
We shall make use also of the following theorem justifying the rearrangements 
of Fourier series and the interchanges of limits. 
Theorem 2.2. Let H be a periodic space, feH. Then the Fourier expansion of 
the function f(x) converges absolutely and uniformly with respect to x. 
Theorem 2.1 asserts that each non-trivial periodic space determines a sequence 
tf — {iklkeAn °f positive numbers satisfying (2.1). It may be shown that there exists 
even a one-to-one correspondence between the class of periodic spaces and the class 
of such sequences. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let A + 0 be a set of integers. Let y\k > 0, fc e A be real numbers 
satisfying the condition 
(2.2) ' £ t,;2 < oo . 
keA 
Then there exists a periodic space H such that eikxeH, keA and \\eikx\\ = r\k. 
This space is the completion of the linear hull generated by eikx, keA with respect 
to the scalar product 
(2.3) (eikx,eisx) = 0, k,seA, fc + s, 
(eikx, eikx) = rjl, keA. 
The mutual relation of the norm of an element fe H where H is a periodic space, 
and its Fourier coefficients is given by Parseval's identity having the form 
(-•4) llfl2 - I \h(f)\2 nl 
keAH 
in our notation. 
In Sec. 5, we shall prove that for the class of periodic spaces no universal approxi-
mation exists in the set of approximating functionals that will be under consideration. 
Therefore, we introduce the subclass of strongly periodic spaces the properties of 
which are sufficient for the universal approximation to exist. Our definition of the 
strongly periodic space differs somewhat from that of Babuska [2], [6]. We omit 
namely one condition regarding the character of the increase of r\k as fc -» oo which is 
not necessary for the considerations of this paper. 
Definition 2.4. A periodic space H is said to be strongly periodic if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(c) eikx e H for all integers fc and rjk = rj_k. 
(d) r\k £ rjj for |fc| ^ ' | j | , k,j integers. 
When referring to the conditions (a) —(d) from Definitions 2.1, 2.4 in what follows 
we shall denote them only by the corresponding letters. Note that Definition 2.4 
implies that AH is the set of all integers for strongly periodic spaces. 
Examples of strongly periodic spaces are the periodic spaces Hy [2] with the scalar 
products 
f2« 
Í9,h)r = ÍyjrgU\x)h"Xx)dx 
j~° Jo 
where y0, yi9... are real numbers satisfying 
(1) yj ^ 0 for all integers j , y0 > 0; 
(2) there exists j0 > 0 such that yj0 * 0; 
(3) lim y)./j = 0. 
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3. THE APPROXIMATIONS OF FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
IN PERIODIC SPACES 
Let H be a periodic space, / e H. Let us assume that we want to calculate the values 
of Ip(f) for all p from a given set P of integers. Let P consist of r distinct elements. 
(This assumption refers to the whole paper and will not be repeated afterwards.) 
We shall study r-tuples of the approximating functionals of the form 
(3.1) {Gp}peP , Gp(f) = t <>k(f) 9k(p) , n = 1 . 
*=i 
We suppose gk(p), k = 1, 2, ..., n to be complex-valued functions of an integer 
argument p defined on P. For given n and P we construct the set of all {Gp} such 
that ak(f) are bounded complex functionals defined on H. This set will be denoted 
by Mn(P). The elements of the set Mn(P) will be called "approximations" shortly. 
Remark 3.1. A bounded functional G means here a functional with the property 
that there exists a constant K such that 
Hf)\^K\\f\\ 
is valid for a l l /eH . The smallest constant K of this kind will be called the norm 
of the functional G and designated by ||G||. For linear functionals, this definition 
coincides with the usual definition of the norm. If we need to emphasize that the 
norm of/ is considered just in the space H we use the notation | |/| |H- Similarly, in 
order to emphasize that the norm of a functional G is taken just over the space H 
we use the symbol ||G||H. 
In the numerical methods, ak(f) are usually linear combinations of the values of/ 
(and possibly also of its derivatives) in certain points of the interval [0, 27r]. Therefore, 
we shall pay attention to the asymptotic properties of the sequences of approximations 
(3.2) {G<<>}, peP, 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , where Gf{f) = ± ak\f) gk{p) 
k = l 
and define the set Sin(P) of approximations analogously to Mn(P), but with 
(3-3) - i°(/)-zVjAtfJ) 
S = l 
where x**} e [0, 2ft] and «£*} are complex numbers. The results obtained for the ap-
proximations from Mn are related in a very simple manner to the corresponding 
asymptotic statements for the sequences of approximations from JMn. Moreover, the 
fact that we have confined ourselves in (3.3) only to the linear combinations of the 
values of/ is, as the reader will find, not substantial for the considerations of this 
paper. Our considerations will be concerned primarily with the properties of the 
functions gk(p). The distinction between Mn and $„ is made rather for a better 
insight and for the practical applications of the results of the paper. 
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The functional ak
l,(f) defined by (3.3) are linear. Their additivity and homogeneity 
is obvious. The boundedness follows from the boundedness of the functional in 
question on C2n and from the continuous imbedding of H into C2n stated in (a). 
The boundedness of the above ak
l\f) implies S/in(P) a Mn(P). 
Each approximation from Mn(P) is assigned an r-tuple of the error functionals 
(also "the error of the approximation" in what follows) defined as 
(3-4) JP(f) - IP(f) - Gp(f) 
where f e H and peP. 
It will be necessary for the further study to know the errors of some simple approxi-
mations. Thus, in this section we shall prove some statements that will be used mostly 
as examples and counterexamples. Their proofs are based on the Riesz representation 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let H be a periodic space. The functionals Ip, p integer, are linear 
on H. If pi AH then Ip(f) = Ofor all fe H (the null functional). 
Proof. Obviously, Ip is additive and homogeneous. For p e AH, (2.4) implies 
I'M * L11/11 
for all f e H, which proves the boundedness in this case. For p $ AH, the statement 
of the theorem is obtained through a simple calculation employing Theorem 2.2. 
Now we may calculate the norm of the functional Ip. 
Theorem 3.2. Let H be a periodic space, p integer. Then 
PPI = — f°r PeAH> 
Ip 
0 for p<f-AH. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 justifies using the Riesz representation theorem according 
to which forfeH 
(3-5) I,(f) = (f,Fp), \l,\ - | F , | . 
It is easy to verify that 
(3.6) Fp(x)^\e^
x for peAH, 
IP 
0 for p i AH . 
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The statement of the theorem follows immediately through calculating [|Fp|| from the 
relation 
l -%l 2 - ( -%. -%)• 
In the following sections we shall also use the functionals 
(3.7) . Ka = g(s)(*Im + IUq) 
where a, ft are real numbers, s, P, q are integers, p + q and g(s) is a real function of 
an integer argument s. We shall take them for approximations of Is. The point of this 
way of approximation is roughly as follows: We know (for a given fe H) the value 
of some linear combination of two Fourier coefficients. We approximate the Fourier 
coefficients off by this fixed linear combination in such a way that for the coefficient Is 
we multiply the value of the above combination by the number g(s), which depends 
on s but not onf Obviously {Ks} e Mj. 
When studying the approximations of Is we shall limit ourselves to the case where 
se AH (for s £ AH, Is is the null functional). The norm of the error of the functional Ka 
is given by 
Theorem 3.3. Let H be a periodic space, s, p, q e AH, p =# q. Denote 
Then 
rto-вWÍ-г + Ç)*1* 
Wß nj ч. 
\h-Ksf=y(s) for s*p,q, 
a y(p) - 2g(p) — for s = p , 
1, 
o 
y((l) - 2g(q) -i SOT s = q. 
Proof. Clearly, Ks is linear and we can use the Riesz representation theorem. 
Using (3.5) and (3.6), we get for s, p,qe AH and/6 H 
(3-8) KjJ) = ( / £ , ) 
where 
(3.9) Es{x) = g{s)(?LeiP* + le»-\. 
\lp % J 
Similarly 
I,(S)-K3(S) = (S$.) 
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and using (3.5),:(3.6) and (3.8) we get 
*л*) = -ү- ад • 
The norm of Is — Ks is obtained again from 
\\ls-Ks\\
2=(<Ps,<Ps). 
The theorem is proved. 
It is possible to prove analogous statements regarding the trapezoidal rule with j 
equally spaced abscissae, i.e. the functional 
(3.10) Jip (/) == - t * - ' < * " " * ' / ( - k) . 
I*=i \j J 
Before so doing, however, we introduce a convenient notation. 
Definition 3.1. Let H be a periodic space, p e AH. Let j be a positive integer. We 
denote 







The series in the above definition converges by virtue of Theorem 2.L The quantity 
C(j9 p, H) appears in the expressions for the errors of the approximations using the 
trapezoidal rule. First we shall investigate its asymptotic behaviour asj -* oo. 
Lemma 3.1. Let H be a periodic space, p e AH. Then 
(3.12) lim X //p--
2




(3.13) lim C(j, p, tj) = 1. 
J-+CG 
Proof. Denote the sum occurring on the left-hand side of (3A2) by E'. Let pe AH 
be given. We wish to prove that for every s > 0 there exists an integer j 0 such that 
Z > ~ < 6 Ip-tj 
is valid for all j ^ j 0 . 
For arbitrary e > 0, Theorem 2.1 implies the existence of K such that 
(3.14) X I < « . 
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Clearly, for this K we may find j 0 such that 
\P - tj\ > K 
is valid for all j _ j 0 and all t 4= 0. Thus for j ^ j 0 
LJ 2 -—' 2 = Z J 2* 
^/p-r1 **-*!**» 1p-tj \*\>K Ik 
\p-tj\>K v keAH 
Using (3.14) now, we get the first statement of the lemma. The second one follows 
immediately from (3 A2) if we write 
ip-
The lemma is proved. 
Given p and j , we find now the norm of the error functional of the trapezoidal rule. 
Theorem 3.4. Let H be a periodic space, p e AH. Let j be a positive integer. Then 
(3.i5) i^fflr^;11:^';^ 
C(j, P, if) 
Thus, asj -> oo, lip converges, to Ip in the norm. 
Proof is exactly parallel to that of Theorem 3.2 in [2] where the author assumes AH 
to be the set of all integers. According to the Riesz representation theorem, for 
p e AH and all / e if 
ijt/)-*?(/)-</,*?). 
where 
eipx +oo ei(p-tj)x 
•íPtø-Ч-- I *12p '=7°? Vl-tj 
P~tJ€AH 
The norm of the error functional is now obtained from 
\\lp-l}?f = (*?,*«>). 
The convergence of lip follows immediately from (3.15) and Lemma 3.1, and the 
theorem is proved. 
If we take care of the trapezoidal rule, the analogue of the functional (3.7) is the 
functional 
(3.16) Ny = 9(s)(aL<p + f}tip) 
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where a, ff are real numbers, s, p, q are integers, j is a positive integer and g(s) is 
a real function of an integer argument. Clearly {N(S
J)} e $1^ Since we shall be con-
cerned only'with the asymptotic properties of the functionals (3.16) as j -* oo, our 
interest here is not in deriving the formula for the error in case of a given I, but rather 
in finding the limit of the norm of the error functional. 
Theorem 3.5. Let H be a periodic space, p, q, se AH, p =# q. Let there be given 
real numbers a, /?, a function g(s) and the functionals Ks and N
(J) according to 
(3.7) and (3.16). Then 
lim ||/s - N
(J)\\ = ||/s - Ks|| . 
j-*O0 
Proof follows immediately from (3.7), (3.16) and Theorem 3.4. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall consider another approximation con-
nected with the following problem. Suppose we know the values of Ip(f) for pe Pl 
where Pt is a subset of P. Now, the question is how to approximate Ip for p e P — Pv 
The reader will see that the approximation by zero functionals for p e P — Pt will 
play an important role in the study of universality. 
We give a precise formulation restricting ourselves to the cases where P c AH. 
For each positive integer n, n < r we define the approximation {Bp} e Mn as follows: 
We divide P into two disjoint sets, P = Px u P2, such that Pt has n elements. We 
write P- = {pu p2,..., pn}9 P2 = {p„+u Pn+i,--> Pn}> Setting 
ak = / p k , fc = 1 ,2 , . . . , n ; 
(3.17) gk(Pj)= 1 for fc=I, 
0 for k * j , j = 1,2,..., r 
in (3.1), we have clearly 
BPj =IhJ, j = 1,2,..., n ; 
0 , j**n + Un + 2, ..., r 
where O denotes the null functional, and 
(3.18) max ||/p - B,|| = max ||/p - Bp\\ = m a x - ! . 
P*P PePi peP2 t\p 
Setting 
(3.19) **«-32. * = 1,2,...,«, 
we obtain approximations {B(J)} e £tn9 which form an analogue of {Bp} important 
in practice. 
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Theorem 3.6. Let H be a periodic space, P c AH. Let n be a positive integer, 
n > r. Then there exists an integer j0 such that 
(3.20) max ||/„ - B(p
J)\\ = max ||/„ - Bp\\ = max 1 
peP peP peP2 1\p 
for every j ^ j 0 . 
Proof follows immediately from (3.18) using Theorem 3.4 to find the number j0 
such that 
max ||J, - B(p
J)\\ = max ||/p - L
(J)\\ ^ max-i 
pePi pePi peP2 t}p 
for every; ^ j 0 . 
Theorems 3.1 to 3.6 provide us with the necessary auxiliary material. Now we can 
pass to discussing the questions regarding the choice of the method. 
4. THE OPTIMAL APPROXIMATIONS IN PERIODIC SPACES 
Let there be given a periodic space H and the set P. Let {Gp} e Mn for a positive 
integer n. As a criterion for judging the quality of this approximation we shall use 
the quantity 
(4.1) ctfH(P,G,) = max||Jp||H 
peP 
where Jp, pe P are the error functionals (3.2). (The boundedness of Jp follows from 
that of Ip and ak, k = 1, 2,..., n.) Now let M c M „ for some n. Then the best possible 
approximation from M is, for the given H and P, characterized by the quantity 
(4.2) .QH(M,P) = infcoH(P,Gp). 
M 
Further, we denote 
(4.3) QH(n,P) = QH(M„,P), 
QH(n,P) = QH(Mn,P). 
Obviously, QH(M, P) ^ QH(n, P) for any M <= Mn. 
Definition 4.1. Let n be a positive integer, M <= M„.The approximation {op},**, e M 
is said to be an optimal approximation from the set M and for given P and H if 
coB(P,Gp) = QH(M,P). 
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For the sequences of approximations from Sin the notion of asymptotical optimality 
is defined. We point out that we treat only such sequences that gu(p)> k = 1, 2 , . . . , n 
are the same for all the elements of a given sequence (cf. (3.2)). Clearly, this cor-
responds to the practical meaning of our considerations. 
Definition 4.2. Let n be a positive integer, M c Mn. The sequence of approxima-
tions {Gp
J)}p€P G M, j = 1, 2 , . . . is said to be asymptotically optimal if 
\im coH(P,Gp
j)) = QH(M,P). 
j-KX> 
Since for every other sequence {Pp^peP e M, j = 1,2,... 
\imMcoH(P,Fp
j)) = QH(M,P), 
./-•co 
{G^}, j = 1,2,... will be also called an asymptotically optimal sequence in the 
class of the sequences of approximations from M. 
Denote the number of the elements of the set P n AH by m and suppose m > 1 in 
what follows. As indicated in the introduction we confine the considerations of the 
paper to the approximations from M^ with n < m. 
Remark 4.L For n ^ m, the whole problem has diverse character, since in this 
case also {Ip} belongs to Mn. As far as the set Mn is concerned the problem of finding 
the optimal approximation for a fixed j may be transferred to that solved in [2]. 
Moreover, the results of [2] may be applied for the study of further aspects (asympto-
tical optimality, universality). 
Now, for the reader's convenience, we sum up the assumptions made on the space H 
and the set P and regarding the remainder of the paper: 
(4.4) (1) H is a periodic space (which does not consist only of the zero function). 
(2) The elements of P are distinct; their number is denoted by r. 
(3) P n AH has m elements, m > 1. 
(4) 0 < n < m, n integer. 
Under these assumptions we show in Theorem 4.1 that QH(n, P) > 0. Therefore, 
for each approximation from M c M . w e can form the quotient 
(4.5) ' Q f l (M,P ,G p ) = ^ ^ ) 
QH(M,P) 
and say that the approximation {Gp} is the "better" in a given space and with respect 
to the set M, the smaller QH(M, P, Gp) is. Clearly QH ^ 1. Analogously to (4.3) we 
shall use the notation QH(n, P, Gp) and QH(
n> -°> GP)- The subscript H will be used 
only where it is essential for understanding the text. 
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In deriving the upper bounds for the quantity Q we shall need a lower bound on Q. 
To find the latter we shall use 
Lemma 4.1. Let H be a periodic space with the zero element 0. Let the set P and 
a positive integer n be given. If for all fe H and all approximations {Gp} e Mn 
(4.6) inf max |/p(/) - Gp(f)\ ^ CH(f, gu g2, ...,g„) 
ak P 
is valid, then 
(4.7) QH(n, P) i: inf sup (
C>M>8»t»--:-9J\ . 
»-/;V II1I / 
Proof. The inequality 
iu i  > \iM 
" '"" 11/11 ' 
where Jp, pe P are the error functionals, holds clearly for all approximations from 
the set M„, all p e P and all functions fe H,f+ 0. 
Therefore, 
m a x l j J ^ f l / l l - ' m a x l / X O I 
P P 
for all fe H, f =t= 0 and all {Gp} e Mn. Moreover, obviously 
m a x | | j J > J / | | - M n f m a x | j p ( / ) | . 
P ak P 
Using (4.6) we get now 
max ||Jp|| ^ Hfll"
1 CH(f, gl9 g2, ..., gn) 
p 
for allfe H,f #= 0 and all {Gp} e Mn, where the right-hand side is independent of the 
functionals ak. 
Further, from this inequality we obtain 
(4.8) max ||Jp|| >= sup (l/f-
1 CH(f, gu g2,..., gn)) 
P feH,f*0 
for all {Gp} e Mn and finally 
inf max ||JJ = inf sup (HfH"
1 CH(f, gl9..., gn)) = 
Mn P M»feH,f*e 
= inf sup ( I f l ^ C ^ f g , , . . . , ^ ) ) , 
gkfeH,f*e 
which completes the proof. 
Now we are in position to derive the lower bound for Q(n, P). 
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Theorem 4.1. Let H be a periodic space. Given the set P, denote R = P n AH 
and let {pu p2,..., pn+1} be an (n + i)-tuple of integers pie R. Then 
(4-9) ' «(» ,p);>(I> p , ) -^ . 
1=1 
Proof. Our basic tool here will be Lemma 4.1. Therefore, we need a lower bound 
on 
n 
inf max |Jp(f)| = inf max |/p(f) - £ ak(f) gk(p)\ 
ak P ak P * = 1 
satisfying the hypothesis of the above lemma. 
We choose some (n + l)-tuple {pl9 p2,..., pn + x} of numbers p} e R and denote 
9k(Pj) = 9kj , IPjj) = h(f) > 
and 
jPj(f) = h(f)> 
k = 1,2, ...,n;j = 1, 2 , . . . , n + 1. We note that 
(4.10) max | J P ( / ) | ^ max |JP ( / ) | = max |j ,</) | . 
peP peR j=l,2,...,n+l 
Now, let us pay attention to n-dimensional vectors 
[dip 9ij> - • •> 9ni\ > I = 1, 2, ..., n + 1 . 
Since there is (n + 1) of them, they are linearly dependent and thus we can find 
numbers XJ9 j = 1, 2 , . . . , n + 1 such that 
(4.11) 
и + l 




w + 1 
EW = i. 
1=1 
For these Л/s wг calculate 
"Z^ •>//) - "i.1*, I//) -"l *X I «*(/) */) = 
y« i ; = i i = i fc=i 
-%ii^-i*jj)(&#v)-
y=i * = i 7=1 
By (4.11), the second term on the right-hand side is zero and we have 
zV//) = zV/(/) 
for every / e H . 
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For the absolute values we obtain 
n+1 n+1 n + 1 
I I h Uf)\ Si W |-?y(/)| S I \h\ max |j,(/)| . 
7 = 1 1=1 7 = 1 7= 1,2,...,«+1 
Substituting from (4.12), we have 
max |j,(/)| ^ | lV//)l • 
7= 1,2,...,«+ 1 7 = 1 
The A/s depend only on gk(pj). Therefore, the right-hand side of the above inequality 
is independent of ak(f) and we get, using (4.10), 
Л + 1 
II ' 
aк P 7 = 1 
infmax|Jp(/)|^ |"X A,/,(/))|. 
This inequality holds for allfeH and all approximations {Gp} e Mn and satisfies 
the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. 
Using (4.7) we shall need to know 
fiW)i 
S = sup i = i . 
feH,f*0 | | / | | 
According to (3.5) and (3.6) 
liV. ̂ )i 
5 = sup 1=1 
f*H,f*e | | / | 
and 
*ij 




up T,i -mvMi 
feH,f*e | / | | y=i 
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. From (2.3), 
(F,,^) = 0 for k + y ; k,j = 1, 2,..., n + 1 , 
(fJ>Pj) = -T2> j = l,2,...,n + 1 
and we may easily compute 
, 4 i 3 ) s - > / $ « - > 
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Now, it remains only to find 
inf ШЋ 
The expression the exact lower bound of which we are looking for depends only on 
the values of gk(p)9 k = 1, 2,..., n in the points p = pj9j = 1, 2,..., n + 1. As stated 
at the beginning of the proof, each matrix [gkj], k = 1, 2,..., n; j = 1, 2,..., n + 1 
determines some numbers Xjy j = 1, 2,..., n + 1 satisfying (4.12). And, conversely, 
every (n + l)-tuple of numbers ks satisfying (4.12) corresponds to some matrices 
[gkj\. Thus, the problem becomes that of finding 
[Aj] ,Я rø) 
j S i 1 * ' 1 * 1 
As we shall now show using the Cauchy inequality, the expression under considera-
tion attains on the set of the vectors \kj\, j = 1, 2, ..., n + 1 satisfying (4.12) its 
exact lower bound, and that for 
h = êir> j = 1,2, ...,n + 1 
* = i 
We have namely 
л + l | i 12 л + 1 л+1 
ľ ^ - Z ^ ž ( I K I ) 2 = i 
j = i Ąj j = i j = i 
and therefore 
л + l l i 12 л+1 
zЧ-îîW 
for all [Aj's from the set mentioned above. That the lower bound is attained may bs 
verified by substituting for ky 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now give three remarks regarding Theorem 4.1 and its proof. 
Remark 4.2. One may see from Theorem 4.1 that for m > n + 1 we can obtain 
different bounds on Q choosing different (n + l)-tuples of numbers from R. The 
best choice yielding the most realistic bound depends on the space H. 
Remark 4.3. To find a lower bound on Q it was not inevitably necessary to use 
the second inequality in (4.10). If we had bounded, however, max |JP(/)| in the same 
peP 
way, we should have obtained a worse bound on Q as a consequence of our further 
procedure. 
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Remark 4.4. Let there be given functions #I(P)> 9i{p)> •••> 9n{p)> Denote the set 
of all approximations from Mn employing these g*(p)'s by M
9
n. Then, on the assump-
tions of Theorem 4A, (4.8) and (4.13) yield 
(4..4) « - • - * - . / ( $ © 
where the A/s are given by (4.H), (4A2). 
A reasonable question to ask at this point is whether the result of Theorem 4.1 
with its rather general formulation can be improved on substantially. The answer is 
negative. First we shall show that the equality sign stands in (4.9) in a special case. 
Theorem 4.2. Let H be a periodic space, P* = {p, q), P* c AH. Then 
<2(l,P*) = 0,* + „,2)-1 / 2-
Proof. We have n = 1, r = m = 2 and the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are 
satisfied. We shall find an optimal approximation in Mt(P*), i.e. a couple of func-
tional {Kp, Kq) such that 
m a x | / s - X s | | = ( ^ + ^ ) -
J / 2 . 
s = P,q 
If Ks is given by (3.7) the couple {Kp, Kq} belongs to MX(P*) evidently. We denote 
by {K*, K*} the approximation obtained by setting 
(4.15) a) a = jS = A , A real, A -# 0 ; 





in (3.7). The error of this approximation is given by Theorem 3.3. After substitution 
for a, P and g(s) we get 
(4.16) ||Ip-KT = III,-*T = -^h-
nP + % 
Thus, {K*, K*} is indeed an optimal approximation from Mt(P*) for given P* 
and H and we have 
Q>(1, P*) = ~ l 
n; + nV 
as required. 
Clearly, Theorem 4.1 holds also in the case of the set fiin and the quantity G, 
Even in this case it yields an acceptable bound, for we can show the lower bound 
in (4.9) to be attainable asymptotically asj -* oo. 
2/"5 
Theorem 4.3. Let H be a periodic space, P* = {p, q}, P* cz AH. Then 
S(i, p*)-= (i,i + i,jr^. 
P r o o f is by contradiction. We have w = 1, r = m = 2 and the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.1 are satisfied. Since 0(1, P*) = 0(1, P*), (4.9) is true also for 0(1, P*). 
Let 
0( l ,P*) = ( ^ + ^ ) - 1 / 2 + e 
where e > 0. Denote by N*0), s = p, q the functional given by (3A6) where a, ft 
and g(s) are the same as those in the proof of Theorem 4.2. The approximations 
{N*(i), N*U)} belong to iGf^P*) obviously for all positive integers j . 
By Theorem 3.5 and with respect to (4A6), there exists a positive integer ; 0 such 
that 
max||/s--Nr^||<(^ + ̂
2ri/2 + ^ 
s = p,q 
which contradicts the definition of 0(1, P*). The theorem is proved. 
We may easily prove an assertion supplementing Theorem 4.2 in a sense. 
Theorem 4.4. Let the set P have r elements, r > 1. Given an integer n,0<n<r, 
for every e > 0 there exists a periodic space He such that AHc ID P and that for each 
(n + lytuple {pl9 p2, ..., pn+l} of numbers pj e P 
M^^)<(I1^)-1 / 2 + £ 
J = i 
is valid. 
Proof. Given an approximation {Gp} e Mn, 
Q(n,P)^co(P,Gp) 
holds in every periodic space. Let us consider the class of all periodic spaces with 
the property that AH :=> P and take for {Gp} especially {Bp} from Sec. 3 dividing 
P = P! u P2 arbitrarily. 
We get for each space from the class considered 
(4.17) Q(n,P) = max —. 
pfp2 r\P 
We look for the space where 
(4.18) maxl^fxr^ + e. 
J»P . t]p .1=1 
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Such a space does exist, for it is sufficient to require 
1 
max — < s 
pe/>2 rjp 
and use Theorem 2.3. The theorem is proved. 
An analogous statement regarding Q(n, P) might be proved using {B^p} from 
Sec. 3. 
Proving Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we constructed an optimal approximation and 
an asymptotically optimal sequence of approximations, respectively. Constructing 
the optimal functional we utilized the information on the space we worked in. 
Therefore, we may expect the properties of the optimal approximation constructed to 
depend strongly on the space in which we work. That is, the Q of our approximation, 
which is 1 in a given space, may be expected to be large in other spaces. In fact, 
this is the case. More precisely, the whole situation is illustrated by the following 
Theorem 4.5. Let H be a periodic space, P* = {p, q}, P* c AH. Construct the 
optimal approximation {K*}s=p q from Mt(P*) in the given space (cf. (4.15)). 
Then for every D > 0 there exists a periodic space H' such that 
QH,(l,P*,Kt)>D. 
Proof. It is sufficient to find, for a given D > 0, a periodic space H' such that 
JLOL.> D* 
QH{\,P*) 
where J* = Ip — K* is the error functional. Denote 
Vk% = nk, 
\\eikx\\u- = e * 
for k G AH, k e AH> respectively. We shall take into consideration only the spaces H' 
with the property P* a Atr. 
By Theorem 3.3 we get, substituting for a, /?, g(s) from (4.15), 
\\j*wi,, < *\ + £«2 , 1 L 2i2< 1 
11 AH (nl + W tf 41 nl + niy 
Introducing a convenient notation, we may write 
„2\ ra'Ҷ[c'ИH< 
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where Cu C2 are constants given by the space H, Ci > 0, Ct + C2 > 0. In virtue 
of Theorem 4.2 we have 
4 + < 
Thus 
QÌ fM1 +$< c ' + Ci 
From this we can see that H' may be an arbitrary periodic space such that AH. •=> P* 
and 
e2 D2 
^ > — 1. 
4 Cl + C2 
According to Theorem 2.3, such a space does exist, and the theorem is proved. 
Evidently, if \p\ + \q\ the theorem holds even though we confine ourselves to 
strongly periodic spaces Hf. (If \p\ = \q\ then g(p) = g(q) = l/(2A) in the class of 
strogly periodic spaces independently of the space, and {K*}, s e P * is optimal in 
every strongly periodic space.) 
Analogous statements regarding the functional N*(jf) from Theorem 4.3, which 
are asymptotically optimal for given P* and if, hold asymptotically. 
Theorem 4.6. Let H be a periodic space, P* = {p, q), P* c AH. Construct the 
asymptotically optimal sequence of approximations {N*U)}s=Ptqe Afx(P*), 
N«» = g(s)(al}» + l}Ly), 
in the space given (cf. (4.15)). Then for every D > 0 there exists a periodic space H' 
such that 
l imS H , ( l ,P*,N*
0 ) ) > D. 
Proof. It is true in every periodic space H' that 
W'"'-*"1''"-^i.^ - t ^ - e-(1''"'K?)' 
as follows from Theorems 4.2, 4.3 and 3.5. The statement of Theorem 4.6 follows 
now from Theorem 4.5. 
As a rule in practice, the information available on f(x) is not so detailed as to 
enable us to determine the space in which the computation is to be carried out. Thus, 
we cannot use the optimal approximation without the risk illustrated by Theorems 4.5 
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and 4.6, the integrand being inserted only in an indefinite space from a class of spaces. 
It is of considerable importance, therefore, to search for such approximations that 
their Q is bounded on some class of periodic spaces. 
This implies the purpose of the following 
Definition 4.3. An approximation {Gp}peP e Mn is termed a universal approxima-
tion for a given P and a class § of periodic spaces if 
QH(n, P, Gp) = D(n, P) 
holds in every space / 1 6 § and D(n, P) is a constant independent of H. 
This constant has also its quantitative meaning understandably. Similarly we have 
Definition 4.4. A sequence of approximations {Gp
j)}peP, j = 1, 2, .. . from Mn is 
termed a universal sequence of approximations for a given P and a class § of periodic 
spaces if 
lim sup QH(n, P, G
(/>) = D(n, P) 
j-*ao 
holds in every space H e § and D(n, P) is a constant independent of H. 
The following simple lemma will be of use in constructing the Universal sequences 
of approximations. 
Lemma 4.2. Let {Gp} be a universal approximation from Mn for a given set P 
and a given class § of periodic spaces. Let {Gp
J>}, j = 1, 2, ... be a sequence of 
approximations from $/ln. If 
(4.19) lim max || J , - Gp
j)\\ = max \\lp - Gp\\ 
j-+cc P P 
is valid in all spaces from § , then {Gp
J)}, j = 1, 2, .. . is a universal sequence of 
approximations and 
lim QH(n, P, Gp») g QH(n, P, Gp) 
j -»oo 
holds for every H e § . 
Proof. Given H e |>, 
QH(n, P, G
(/>) = QH(n, P, G
(/>) 
holds for every positive integer j . Using (4.19) we get 
lim sup QH(n, P, GP
J)) = lim QH(n9 P, G
(/>) = QH(n, P, Gp) = D(n, P) 
J-+00 J-KX) 
for every H e § , as required. 
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In the following section we shall treat universal approximations in classes of 
periodic spaces, our interest being in the choice of the functions gk(p) primarily. 
The class oFall periodic spaces will be denoted by § t , the class of periodic spaces 
such that AH is the set of all integers will be denoted by § 2 and the class of all strongly 
periodic spaces by §3 . Clearly, ir^ => § 2 => §3 . 
5. THE UNIVERSAL APPROXIMATIONS IN PERIODIC SPACES 
In the foregoing section we gave an example of an approximation not universal 
with respect to any of the classes $ l 5 §2 , § 3 . Naturally, the question arises whether 
for these classes a universal approximation exists at all. 
Theorem 5.1. For any n and P there exists no approximation in Mn(P) universal 
with respect to 9)t or $)2. 
Proof. Since § 2 <= § l s it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the class £)2. We 
shall show that for an arbitrary approximation {Gp} e Mn and an arbitrary number D 
there exists a space H e § 2 such that 
Sfl(n, P, Gp) > D . 
Choose (n + 1) elements pl9 p2,..., pn+1 from P arbitrarily. Now, the approxima-
tion {Gp} determines some numbers kj9 j = 1, 2, ..., n + 1 satisfying (4.11), (4.12) 
and independent of H. The A/s cannot vanish simultaneously; denote by Xs a non-zero 
one. By (4.14), we get for the approximation given 
v « - w nPs 
By (4.17), 
Q(n, P) ^ max — , 
pePi r\p 
having split P arbitrarily into two disjoint subsets P1 and P2 such that Pt has n 
elements. 
Make this division in such a way that pse Pt. Then 
QH(n,P,Gp)^\^ 
IPs 
where ljriq = max l/rjp and the subscript q depends on H of course. In virtue of 
Theorem 2.3, for every D it is possible to find a space H e § 2 such that 
* > - - - • , 
n„ W 
which completes the proof. 
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Remark 5.1. The proofs of further theorems regarding the non-existence of 
universal approximation (or the conditions necessary for a given approximation to 
be universal) are analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.1 in outline. The basis of the 
latter proof is formed by the bounds (4A4) and (4A7). But, (4A4) holds also for the 
approximations from A?rt, and using (3.20) we have 
(5A) Q(n9 P) g Q(n, P) ^ max -
P2 tip 
where P2 was described in the proof of the foregoing theorem. Therefore, if we 
prove some theorem of the kind mentioned above for the universal approximations 
from M„, we can simply obtain an analogous asymptotic statement regarding the 
sequences of approximations from A?„. 
The proof of the following theorem concerning Mn will be yet indicated, the passage 
from Mn to Mn being left to the reader throughout the remainder of the section. 
Theorem 5.2. For any n and P there exists no sequence of approximations from 
Mn(P) universal with respect to § x or §2 . 
Proof. Again, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for § 2 . As we have stated, by 
(3.20) the bound (4.17) used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is true also for Q(n9 P). 
Besides this bound we used only the properties of the functions gk(p) (i.e. those of 
the A/s and the bound (4.14)) in the above proof. Thus, for an arbitrary approxima-
tion {GP
J)} E Mn and number D we can find a space H e § 2 such that 
QB(n, P, GV>) > D 
independently of j . Therefore, in this space 
lim sup QK(n, P, Gf) >= D , 
j ' - * oo 
as required. 
Before we shall consider the existence of a universal approximation for the class §3 , 
we rewrite Theorem 4.1 for the case of strongly periodic spaces. Throughout the 
remainder of the section we shall suppose the set P to be arranged in such a manner 
that |p,| ^ \pj\ holds whenever i ^ j . It follows then from Definition 2.4 
r\Pi ̂  rjpj for i ^ j 
in strongly periodic spaces. 
Theorem 5.3. Let there be given a strongly periodic space H and the set P. Then 
(5-2) G( W ( P)£("£ \
2 , ) - 1 / 2 . 
; = i 
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Owing to the arrangement of P introduced above, this bound is the best one from 
those obtainable by Theorem 4.1. 
Proving Theorem 5.1 on the non-existence of a universal approximation with 
respect to §}t and § 2 we made use of that in various spaces from these classes the 
norms r\k may behave arbitrarily to some extent. With the class § 3 , however, the Y\^% 
have the properties (c), (d). Thus we may expect some change in the situation now. 
Theorem 5.4. Given the set P and a positive integer n, there exists an approxima­
tion from Mn universal with respect to § 3 . It is the approximation {Bp} from 
Sec. 3 given by the division P = Px u P2 such that Pt = {pl9 p2, ..., /?„}, P2 = 
= {Pn+u Pn+2> •••> Pr}> <**d (3.17). Moreover, 
(5.3)' C(n, P, Bp) = (l + t (^)y
2 = (1 + n)U2 
holds for every H e § 3 . 
Proof. By (3A8) and using the properties (c), (d) we get 
(5.4) co(P, Bp) = max — = 
pep* % 1Pn+l 
This and (5.2) yield 
j /n+l \ l / 2 
The statement of the theorem follows now readily by a trivial modification using (c) 
and (d). 
A practical analogue is 
Theorem 5.5. Given the set P and a positive integer n, there exists a sequence of 
approximations from Mn universal with respect to § 3 . They are the approximations 
{Bp
j)}from Sec. 3 with the division P = Pl u P2 such as in Theorem 5.4. Moreover, 
for every H e § 3 there exists an integer j 0 such that 
(5.5) Q(n> P, lф) ѓ (l + І {¥-)y2 ž (1 + nУ> 1/2 „.-" -1*-' 
holds for all j ^ j 0 . 
Proof follows immediately from Theorems 5.4, 3.6 and Lemma 4.2. 
Remark 5.2. We can see from (5.3) and (5.5) that if rjPn+t is sufficiently large in 
comparison with r\Pn, the quotients Q and Q from Theorems 5.4, 5.5 may approach 1 
arbitrarily closely. 
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Now, our interest is whether it is essential for the universality that there was 
(5.6) gk(pj) = 1 for k = j , 
0 for k±j, k=l,2, ..., n; I = 1, 2, ..., r 
in Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 or whether there exist universal approximations (or sequences 
of approximations) employing other systems {gk(p)}. If such approximations exist 
we shall be interested in bounding their Q (or Q). Before proceeding to considerations 
just suggested observe that, with the above arrangement of P, the upper bound (5.1) 
of the quantities Q and Q has the form 
(5.7) Q(n, P) = Q(n, P) = —— 
nPn+l 
in strongly periodic spaces. 
Because of (4A4), it will prove reasonable to carry out further investigation not 
with the systems {gk(p)}l=u p e P, but right with the numbers Xj occurring in (4A4). 
For a given n, consider all the subsets of P of the form 
Ps = {Pi> P2, • • •, P„> Ps} > n + 1 = s = r . 
Each of these subsets together with the system {gk(p)} determines the numbers 
X[s\ X2
S\ ..., X£lx (cf. (4.11), (4A2)). There may be more than one such an (n + 1)-
tuple for a given {gk(p)}. Altogether, they represent all the solutions of the system 
(5.8) X[s) gk(Pl) + 4
S ) Qk(Pi) + ... + W gk(Pu) + Xi
s)
+1 gk(ps) = 0 , 
k = 1, 2 , . . . , n 
satisfying the condition 
(5.9) "iVri = i. 
1=i 
We denote by W5 the linear space of all the solutions of (5.8), its dimension being 
designated by dim Ws. Further, we shall write 
ej = [PIP S2P •••> *»+i,y] > J = h 2, ..., n + 1 
where <50- is the Kronecker delta*). The vectors e l5 e 2 , . . . , e n + 1 form a basis of the 
(n + l)-dimensional linear vector space W. Given a linearly independent system 
{<*!, d2,..., </,} of vectors from W, we denote by V(du d2 , . . . , d,) the linear subspace 
of W with the above system as a basis. Finally, let (X^\ X(2\ ..., An
5
+1) be a solution 
of (5.8) satisfying (5.9). We denote 
X«-[|Anitf}l---.ltfii|] 
*) &ij = 0 unless i —j, in which case 6^ = 1. 
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and the system of vectors {^(s)}s=rt + 1 will be called a system of vectors A
(s) determined 
by the system of functions gk{p). 
Now, return to Theorems 5.4 and 5.5. From (5.6) we readily find that for the system 
{gk{p)} used there the following assertion is valid: 
(5.10) The system {gk{p)} determines a unique system of vectors A
(s), namely 
A(n+1) = A("+2) = = A(r) = e 
We shall investigate the systems {gk{p)} for which (5.10) does not hold. First, we give 
(5.10) a more lucid form and, moreover, we reformulate it in terms of the spaces Ws 
for later use. 
Lemma 5.1. The condition (5A0) is equivalent with 
(5.11) a)gk{p5) = 09 fc=l,2,..., n ; s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r ; 
b) rank([gk(p ;)]J J = 1) = n 
and with 
(5.12) Ws = V{en+1) for each s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r . 
Proof. We shall show that (5.10) implies (5.11), (5.11) implies (5A2), and (5A2) 
implies (5.10). 
I. Let (5.10) be true for a system {gk{p)}. Substituting A?
} = kf = ... = A(s> = 0, 
Aj+i = 1 into (5.8), s = n + 1, n + 2 , . . . , r, we get (5.Ha) immediately. Therefore, 
(5.8) becomes 
(5.13) jl?> 0*(Pl) + # > 0*(P2) + •.. + A<
s) gk(P,.) = 0 , 
k = 1,2,..., n , 
for any s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r. According to (5.10), this set of homogeneous linear 
equations has only the trivial solution. Thus, (5.11b) holds. 
II. If (5.11) is valid for a system {gk{p)}> then by (5.11b) dim Ws = 1 for each s = 
= n + 1, n + 2, ..., r. We have e n + 1 e JVS with respect to (5.11a) and thus Ws = 
= n««+i). 
III. Let (5.12) hold. Given an integer s such that n + 1 ^ s ^ r, the space Ws 
contains exactly all the vectors of the form Qen+1 where £ runs through the set of 
complex numbers. The vectors from Ws satisfying (5.9) are exactly those with |(>| = 1; 
thus (5.10) holds. 
Theorem 5.6. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\Pn\ + |.Pii+i|- Then a necessary condition for an approximation {Gp} eM.,, 
GP(f) = iak(f)gk(p), 
*=i 
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to be universal for the given P and with respect to § 3 is that {g^(p)} should satisfy 
(5.11). 
Proof. Let us suppose that the system {gk(p)} does not satisfy (5.11). Then, by 
Lemma 5.1, it does not satisfy (5.12) either and, therefore, there exists a vector A(s), 
n + 1 ^ s ^ r, determined by {gjt(P)} and such that 
(5.14) ^ s ) 4= 0 
for some q, 1 ^ q :g n. 
From (4A4) we get 
(
n l;(5)l2 U(s) l-V/2 l;(5>l 
Z - V - + lfHl-L ) -5 M 
for any approximation {Gp} e M. with the given {gk(p)}. Further, using (5.7) we have 
Since 1 ^ tj ^ n and \p„\ =t= |p„+i|, and because of (5.14) and (d), for every 
D > 0 a space H e § 3 such that 
*•->. > J L 
holds in H may be found by means of Theorem 2.3. Therefore, 
QH(n, P, Gp) > D 
and {Gp} is not universal with respect to § 3 , as required. 
An analogous theorem holds for the universal sequences of approximations. 
Theorem 5.7. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\Pn\ + |P«+i|- Then a necessary condition for a sequence of approximations 
{G«>}e&n,j = l,2,..., 
Gy{f) = iak»{f)gk{p), 
* = 1 
to be universal for the given P and with respect to § 3 is that {#*(/>)} should satisfy 
(5.11). 
For the p roof see Remark 5.1. 
Theorem 5.6 enables us to judge the error of the universal approximation {Bp} 
from Theorem 5.4 with regard to the class of universal approximations. Theorem 5.7 
is of similar importance for the universal sequence of approximations from Theorem 
5.5. 
Denote by U„(P) the set of universal approximations from Mn(P) for a given P 
and the class £>3. Given n such that |p„| 4= |P»+i|> then by Theorem 5.6, Lemma 5.1 
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and (4.14) 
(5.15) QjpmP)* — 
holds in every H e § 3 . Because of (5.4) we have proved 
Theorem 5.8. Given the set P and a positive integer n such that \pn\ # |P„+1 |, 
the approximation {Bp} e Un(P) is an optimal universal approximation from 
Mn(P)for the class of strongly periodic spaces. 
Similarly, denote by Gn(P) the set of all the approximations from Afn(P) that are 
elements of a universal sequence of approximations for a given set P and the class § 3 . 
Again, if n is such that \pn\ + \pn+i\ then by Theorem 5.7, Lemma 5.1 and (4.14) 
(5.16) QH(Un9 P) = — 
holds in every H e £>3. Using Theorem 5.5, (5.4) and Theorem 3.6 we obtain 
Theorem 5.9. Given the set P and a positive integer n such that \pn\ 4= |P„+1 |, 
the sequence of approximations {Bp
j)} e Un(P), j = 1, 2 , . . . , is an asymptotically 
optimal universal sequence of approximations from A4n(P) for § 3 . 
Now, we shall consider the approximations from Mn where n is such that |p„| = 
= |Pn + 1 | in the set P given. We have then rjPn = t]Pn+1 in all H e § 3 by (c). 
First we shall assume the functions gk(p), k = 1, 2 , . . . , n to be linearly dependent 
on the set P, i.e. 
rank ([g*(P;)], k = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2 , . . . , r) < n . 
Recalling Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 we can see that no approximation employing such 
a system {gk(p)} is universal with respect to § 3 in case that \pn\ =# \pn+i\ (and similarly 
for the sequences of approximations). If \pn\ = |PW+1|, however, we may readily 
prove 
Theorem 5.10. Let the set P be given and let n be such that \pn\ = |Prt+1|. Then the 
approximation {Cp} e Mn given by 
(5.17) "k^Ip*, k = l , 2 , . . . , n - 1, 
an = O (the null functional) 
and 
(5.18) gk(p.) = Skj9 k= 1,2,..., i i - 1 ; 1 = 1,2, . . . , r , 
9n(Pj) = 0 , j = 1,2,..., r 
is universal with respect to § 3 . Moreover, 
Q(n, P, C„) £ (2 + £ (^YY'2 ^ (1 + n)112 
holds for every H e § 3 . 
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Proof might be carried out by an argument precisely analogous to that of Theorem 
5.4, because 
(5.19) co(P, Cp) = — = — 
tfpn *lpn + 1 
in this case. 
The formulation and proof of an analogous theorem regarding the universal se-
quence of approximations {Cp
J)} where we have replaced Ipk by li£ in (5A7) are left 
to the reader. 
The system {gk(p)} from Theorem 5A0 is linearly dependent on P. From (5.18) 
we easily find that the following assertion concerning this {gk(p)} is valid: 
(5.20) The system {gk(p)} determines exactly all the systems of vectors A
(s) such that 
*(s) = ^n + (1 - ft) ••+_ , n + 1 = s = r, 
where 0 = /is _ 1. 
The systems {gk(p)} satisfying (5.20) are characterized by 
Lemma 5.2. The condition (5.20) is equivalent with 
(5.21) a)gk(ps) = 0, fe=1,2,..., n ; s = n, n + 1, ..., r ; 
b) If n > 1 then 
rank ([gfc(P/)], k = 1, 2 , . . . , n; j = 1, 2, ..., n - l) = n - 1 
and with the condition 
(5.22) Ws = V(en, en+1) for each s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r . 
Proof. We shall show that (5.20) implies (5.21), (5.21) implies (5.22), and (5.22) 
implies (5.20). 
I. Let (5.20) hold for a system {gk(p)}. Setting 
^ ) = 4S) = . . . = ^ ) = 0, tf^-1 
and 
i f = A« = ... = ^2, = #>. = o,;« = l 
in (5.8), we get (5.21a) immediately. The sets of equations (5.8) thus become 
(5.23) 4J> g&J + W 9k(p2) + • • • + ^21 gk(Pn-i) = o, 
k = 1, 2 , . . . , n — 1 
for all s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r (if n > 1). According to (5.20), this set of equations 
has only the trivial solution and, therefore, (5.21b) holds. 
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II. If (5.21) is true for a system {g*(P)} then the rank of the matrices of (5.8) is 
n - 1 and thus dim Ws =. 2 for any s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r. By (5.21a), e„ e JVS, 
ew+1 G JVS fox all s and we have Ws = V(e„, en + 1), as required. 
III. Let (5.22) be true. Let there be given an integer s, n + 1 ^ s = r. The space M7 
contains exactly all the vectors of the form oen + aen+i where £ and <x run through 
the set of complex numbers. The vectors from Ws which satisfy (5.9) are exactly those 
with \Q\ + |<r| = 1. Thus, (5.20) is valid. 
The lemma is proved. 
Now we are able to formulate 
Theorem 5.11. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\pn\ 7
s |Pn+i|- Let there be given a linearly dependent system {gk(p)}l=i- Then 
a necessary condition for an approximation {Gp} e Mn or a sequence of approxima-
tions {Gp
J)} e A?n, / = 1, 2, . . . employing the system {gk(p)} to be universal for the 
given P and with respect to § 3 is that {gk(p)} should satisfy (5.21). 
Proof. If the system {gk(p)} does not satisfy (5.21) then, by Lemma 5.2, it does 
not satisfy (5.22) either. Since {gk(p)} is linearly dependent, we have dim Ws ^ 2 for 
each s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r. Thus there exists a vector A(s), n + 1 ^ s ^ r, deter-
mined by {gk(p)} and such that 
(5.24) A<s) 4= 0 for some q , l ^ ^ n - 1 . 
By (4.14) and (5.7) we get similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.6 
Q(n, P, Gp) = |A«| 5fc±i 
*Pч 
for any approximation {Gp} e Mn employing the system {gk(p)}. We have 1 ^ q _ 
_ n - 1 and \pn-i\ + |p«+i|- Owing to (5.24) and (d), for any D > 0 it is possible 
to find such a space H e § 3 by means of Theorem 2.3 that 
QH(n, P, Gp) > D 
holds in H. Hence, {Gp} is not universal. 
The statement of the theorem regarding the sequences of approximations may be 
readily obtained by the argument indicated in Remark 5.L The theorem is proved. 
Let V„(P) c: Un(P) be the set of approximations employing linearly dependent 
systems {gk(p)}. Let n be an integer such that |p„| = \pn+1\. Then from Theorem 5,11, 
Lemma 5.2 and (4.14) we get immediately 
(5.25) Qtl(Vn, P)^ — 
1r» 
in every space H e § 3 . Owing to (5.19), we have proved 
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Theorem 5.12. Let the set P be given and let n be such that \pn\ = |Pn+1 | . Then 
the approximation {Cp} eVn(P) (cf. (5.17), (5.18)) is optimal in Vn(P) for the whole 
class of strongly periodic spaces. 
Similarly, with the set of approximations Vn(P) c: Un(P) employing linearly 
dependent systems {gk(p)} and with n such that |pn| = |pn + 1|, it holds 
(5.26) QH(V„ P) = - . 
1pn 
Considering the sequence of approximations {Cp
j)} e Pn(P),j = 1, 2, ..., 
(5.27) lim c»(P, Cp
j)) = — 
•>-°° Vvn 
follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 by the same procedure as that of the proof 
of Theorem 3.6. Owing to (5.26), we have proved 
Theorem 5.13. Let the set P be given and let n be such that \pn\ = |Pn+1 | . Then 
the sequence of approximations {Cp
j)} e Pn(P), ; = 1, 2, ... is asymptotically 
optimal in Vn(P)for the whole class § 3 . 
Provided n > 1 one may easily find that the approximation {Cp} and the sequence 
of approximations {Cp
J)} can be treated also as an approximation from Mn_t(P) 
and a sequence of approximations from fibn~i(P), respectively. Since the elements 
of P are distinct, \pn\ = \pn+1\ implies \pn-i\ =1= |pn| and {Cp} is an optimal universal 
approximation from Mn_ lvP) with respect to § 3 (similarly for {Cp
j)}, j = 1, 2, . . . ) . 
To put other way round, if |Pn + 1 | = |Pn+2J then the optimal universal approximation 
{Bp} e Mn is a universal approximation from the set M n + 1 as well. An analogous 
statement is true regarding the sequence of approximations {Bp
j)}. 
In the remainder of the section we shall treat the approximations with linearly 
independent systems {gk(p)}. The situation here is more complicated than that in 
the case of |pn| ={= |Pn+1 | . (5.11) is no longer a necessary condition for the universality 
and there exist universal approximations with various systems {gk(p)} not satisfying 
the above condition. An example of such an approximation is described in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.14. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\pn\ = |Pn+i|- Then the approximation {Bp}eMn described below is a universal 
approximation from Mnfor the set P and with respect to § 3 : * 
(5.28) «* = ' * , fc= l , 2 , . . . , n - 1 , 
"n^Ipn +IPn+> I 
(5.29) gk(Pj) = dkj, fc=l,2,...,/i-l; ; - = l , 2 , . . . , r , 
9n(Pj) = 0, I = 1 , 2 , ..., r , I + n , j 4= n + 1 , 
9n(Pn) = 9n(Pn+i) = i -
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Moreover, it holds for every H e §3 : 
s/2 = .7-. 
2X1/2 t 
[f r = „ + I, or r > n + I and Wpn+1 V
2  fpn+2 , / t e n 
J/ r > n + 1 and wp„+1 V
2 > MP*+J t , i e n 
<»•) «* ' •« -$ (£37"- ( ,+"r-
Proof. Denote 
• P0 = {Pl,P2,... , * > „ - . } , P l = {Pn,Pn + 1 } , P 2 = ( P - P o ) - P l 
Obviously 
(5.32) - , - *p £ p = Jp for peP0, 
±(/Po + /p„+1) for p e P . , 
0 for p e P2 . 
We shall examine r = n + l a n d r > n + l separately. 
I. Let r = n + 1. Then P2 = 0. In virtue of (5.32) we have 
o>(P, 6P) = «<
p i ' ^P) • 
By Theorem 3.3, we get 
(5-33) co(P,Bp) = -~j-
after setting p = P„, q = PM+1, a = 0 = 1 and g(P„) = g(pw+i) = i- Thus, with 
respect to (5.2), 
» + l \ l / 2 e(», P Л ) = - - fЬÎ.) 
Иp„V 2 V = 1 / 
which yields (5.30) easily. 
II. Let r > n + 1. Then P 2 * 0. By (5.32), 
<o(P, £p) = max («»(?.., BP), CO(P2, BP)) . 
In the same fashion as in case I we have 
c-tP., Bp) = - ^ - . 
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From (5.32) and Theorem 3.2 it follows 
co(P2, Ê,) = — 
Цpn+2 
and finally 
(5.34) c»(P,áp) = m a x Y — L ~ , - J - Y 
\>/P„ V
2 nPnJ 
In case that 
f-.V-š*--. 
is valid in the space H, the remainder of the proof is the same as in case I. If this is 
not the case, using (5.2) we obtain 
/n+l \ l / 2 1 / n 1 V 
e(n,p,JP) = -^(E^) 
which proves (5.31) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
Actually, the used system {g*(P)} does not satisfy (5.11), which may be easily verified. 
With the sequences of approximations, the situation is similar. 
Theorem 5.15. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\pn\ = |Pn+i|- Then the sequence of approximations {&P
J)} e Af„, j = 1, 2, . . . 
obtained through replacing Ip by li^ in (5.28) is universal for the set P and with 
respect to § 3 . 
In addition, the inequalities (5.30) and (5.31) hold for every H e 9)3 with 
instead of 
on the left-hand sides. 




lim co(P0, £</>) = () 
(unless P 0 = 0). In virtue of Theorem 3.5 
limco(P1,£</
)) = co(P 1 , ig 
J-* oo 
Since for P2 # 0 
a(P29BF)-w(P29B,) 
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for all j = 1,2,..., it holds also 
(5.35) . lim <o(P, fff>) = co(P, Sp). 
j -*oo 
From (5.35) and Theorem 5.14, and using Lemma 4.2, we establish the universality 
of the sequence in question and the bounds on lim Q(n, P, 6(P
J)), proving the theorem. 
. / -+oo 
The necessary condition for the universality in the case of \pn\ = \pn+i\ and linearly 
independent systems {gk(p)} is formulated not with the values of gk(p) but by means 
of the spaces Ws. The reason is the attempt to avoid at this stage a detailed examina-
tion of the types of universal approximations possible and to give a statement though 
weaker, but lucid. The detailed examination of the conditions for gk(p) will be carried 
out in the remark following Theorem 5A6. 
Theorem 5.16. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\pn\ = |Pn+i|- Let there be given a linearly independent system {gk(p)}l=i. Then 
a necessary condition for an approximation {Gp} e Mnor a sequence of approxima-
tions {Gp
j)} e Ain,j = 1, 2, ... employing this {gk(p)} to be universal for the given P 
and with respect to § 3 is that 
(5-36) W s cV (e„ .e n + 1 ) 
should hold for each s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r. 
Proof. The invalidity of (5.36) implies (5.24). The remainder of the proof would 
be the same as in the proof of Theorem 5.11. The statement regarding the sequences 
of approximations may be obtained on the basis of Remark 5A immediately. 
Remark 5.3. The foregoing theorem requires that {gk(p)} be linearly independent 
on P. This assumption results in further restriction of the spaces Ws, which enables 
us to discuss the condition (5.36) in a rather detailed way. 
First of all, Ws = V(en, en+1) cannot hold for all s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r, because 
this would imply gk(pn) = gk(p„+i) = ... = gk(pr) = 0 for all k = 1, 2, ..., n, which 
contradicts the linear independence of {gk(p)}- Thus there exists an integer t, n + 1 = 
^ t ^ r such that Wt = V(e„) or Wt = V(ew+1) or there exist non-zero complex 
numbers gt, at such that Wt = V(gten + crsen+l). 
I. Let Wt = V(e„). Then gk(pn) = 0 for any k = 1, 2, ..., n as we may see from the 
set of equations (5.8) for s = t. Since Ws a V(en, en+l) for all s in question, we get 
filiQiiPs) = 0 , k=l,2, . . . , n ; s = n + 1, n + 2 , . . . , r 
where (0, 0 , . . . , 0, Xn
s), A ^ t ) is an arbitiary solution of (5.8). Therefore, for each s 
we have either gk(ps) = 0, fc = 1, 2 , . . . , n or X^lx = 0 for any solution of (5.8). 
If for a given s the former takes place we have Ws = V(en, en + 1); if the latter, then 
Ws = V(e„). 
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II. Let Wt = V(ew+1). Then (5.8) yields gk(pt) = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., n and 
rank ([gk(Pj)]kj=i) =
 n- Thus dim Ws = 1, Ws 4= V(en) holds for any s in question. 
Hence, two cases are possible, namely Ws = V(en+1) and Ws = V(^sen -f <xsen+1) 
where .Os<xs =t= 0. 
III. Let Wt = V(ofen + aten+x), gtat =f= 0. Then we get 
gk(Pt) = - - 0*(P„) , k = 1, 2, ..., n 
°t 
from (5.8) and further 
rank ([gk(pj)]
n
kJ:=1) = n. 
Thus dim fVs = 1, Ws =# V(ert) for all s and the conclusion is the same as that in II. 
Now, we have described the combinations of the spaces Ws possible and formulated 
(5.36) more precisely. From the above results we can also derive the equivalent neces-
sary conditions that the system {gk(p)} of a universal approximation must satisfy. 
There are two possibilities: 
A. 1) gk(p„) = 0, k = 1,2, ..., n; 
2) there exists an integer t, n + 1 ^ t = r, 
such that 
rank ([gk(P;)], k = 1, 2 , . . . , n; ./ = 1, 2 , . . . , n - 1, t) = n ; 
3) for s 4= f, n + 1 = s = r, either 
gjkOO = °> fc = 1,2, ...,n 
or 
rank ([gk(Pj)]9 k = 1, 2,..., n; j = 1, 2,..., n - 1, s) = n 
holds. 
B. 1) rank([^(/; i)]JJ=1) = «; 
2) for each s, n + l ^ s ^ r either 
gk(Ps) = o 
or there exists a non-zero number Ls such that 
0k(Ps) = Ls 0fc(A.) 
for all fc = 1, 2,.. . , n. 
The condition A is equivalent to the case I, the condition B to the cases II and III. 
Moreover, it may be shown that there exist universal approximations the systems 
{gk(p)} of which cover all the possibilities given by the above two conditions. We 
shall not, however, give examples of such approximations. Our aim here is to prove 
some optimal properties of {6p} and {&p
j)},j = 1, 2, . . . 
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Recall that Un(P) is the set of universal approximations from Mn(P) for a given P 
and the class Jr>3 in our notation. Further, Vn(P) cz Un(P) is the set of approximations 
employing linearly dependent systems {gk(p)}. Obviously 
(5.37) QH(U„ P) = min (QH(V„ P), QH(Un - Vn, P)). 
If |Pn| = |p n + i | and {Gp} is an arbitrary approximation from Un — Vn then using 
Theorem 5.16 and (4.14) we get 
/h(s)|2 I 1(a) U\ 1/2 
c0H(P,Gp) = max (J^-L + l ^ ± i L ) 
* = »+1 A VPn VPs J 
where An




+1| = 1 for each s = n + 1, n + 2, ..., r. By an argument precisely 
similar to that in the last part of the proof of Theorem 4.1 it may be shown that 
and therefore 
which implies 





Qн(Un - Vn, P) ^ ^ 
><P„V
2 
in every space H e §3- On account of (5.25) the relation (5.37) yields 
1 
(5.38) ÛЯ(UЯ, P) ^ 
*Р„
 2 
in any H e § 3 . The same bound is true also for QH(Un, P) evidently. 




j = 1, 2, . . . we have by (5.33), (5.34) and (5.35) 
Theorem 5.17. Let the set P be given and let n be a positive integer such that 
\pn\ = |Pn+i|- Let r = n + 1. Then the approximation {6p} e Un(P) is an optimal 
universal approximation from Mn(P) for the class § 3 . Further, the sequence of 
approximations {Bp
J)} e Gn(P), j = 1, 2, . . . is an asymptotically optimal universal 
sequence of approximations from $n(P) with respect to § 3 . 
If r > n + 1 the optimal properties of the above approximations take place only 
in those spaces H e § 3 where rjPn+i y/2 ^ *7Pn+2-
The assertions (5.33) to (5.35) enable us to compare the error of {6P} with the 
error of the optimal universal approximation even in the cases not covered by 
Theorem 5.17. 
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Theorem 5.18. Let the set P be given and let n be such that \pn\ = |p„ + 1 1 . Let 
r > n + 1 and let there be given a space He$>3 such that rjPn+l N/2 > rjPn+2. 
Then 
QH(U„ P, Bp) s V
2 !bs±1 = V2 
Vpn + l 
and the same inequalities hold also for lim QH(Un, P, Sp
J)). 
j-*co 
If we return to the approximation {Cp} from Theorem 5.10 we get with the help 
of (5.38) 
Theorem 5.19. Let the set P be given and let n be such that \pn\ = |P n + i | . Then 
for etfery H e § 3 it holds: 
I. If r = n + 1, or r > n + 1 and rjPn+1 %/2 ^ rjPn + 2 then 
lim QH(Un, P, CP
J)) = QH(Un, P, C,) = v/2 . 
J - 0 0 
II. If r > n + 1 and rjPn+l ^2 > rjPn+2 then 
QH(Un,P,Cp)^j2 
and also 
lim QH(0n, P, C</>) g V
2 • 
7 - • oo 
Proof. If I is the case then from (5.38) and Theorem 5.17 it follows 
1 
QH(U„, P) = Qн(0„, P) = 
fp-V2 
The assertion of the theorem is obtained immediately from (5A9) and (5.27). 
The statement of the theorem in the case II follows again from (5A9), (5.27) and 
from (5.38). The theorem is proved. 
6. THE PRACTICAL ASPECTS 
In this section we summarize briefly the practical conclusions resulting from the 
theorems of the paper. 
Recall the formulation of our problem. Suppose that the function f is known to 
belong to some indefinite strongly periodic space. Our task is to compute the values 
of its Fourier coefficients/p(f) for pe P. If there is no additional information about f 
available, then the theorems of Sec. 5 imply that the best strategy from our point of 
view (that is from the standpoint of universality and optimality as defined in the 
paper) is very simple. We shall concentrate our effort on approximating Ip(f) for 
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the p's with a small absolute value (p e Pt) and replace Ip(f) simply by zero for the 
other peP (the approximation {Bp} from Theorem 5.4). 
In addition, if we start replacing by zero from IPn+l, there is no reason to choose 
pn+l in such a way that (with the arrangement of the set P introduced in Sec. 5) 
pn+i = — pn. In such a case it is better either to set IPn « 0 as well (the approxima-
tion {Cp} from Theorem 5.10) or to use the approximation {Bp} from Theorem 5A4. 
The latter of the two possibilities means to evaluate one functional ak(f) more in 
comparison with the former, but it may decrease the error of the approximation by 
a factor of 1/^2. 
The question is to what extent this gain is substantial. Another question, which is 
of more importance and has not yet been settled, is what information about f should 
be at our disposal in order to approve the use of more complex systems {gk(p)}. 




throughout the paper. Obviously, if we replace liJ) in {Bp
J)}9 {CP
J)} or {SP
J)} by other 
functional converging to Ip in the norm, we obtain an asymptotically optimal univer-
sal sequence of approximations again. The choice of l}J) was implied by the availabil-
ity of the proof of convergence in this case [2]. 
Moreover, if we use not right Ip in {Bp} etc., but some other approximating func-
tional such that the decisive part of the error resulted will be that of replacing by 
zero, we shall find that most results of Sec. 5 concerning {Bp} etc. hold for the new 
approximations without any change. 
Finally, we point out that it may be readily seen that, with a fixed set P, the con-
clusions of Sec. 5 are valid not only for the class Jr>3, but also for the class of periodic 
spaces 9)P such that every space H e § ? has the properties (c) and (d) for all fee?, 
jeP. 
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